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Seizure of 111 Kg of Heroin by Police Narcotics Bureau  

On 31.03.2016  



The PNB received an information from undercover agent 

that regarding the large scale drug trafficking 

arrangement on 2016.03.09  



The PNB gathered more information and planed 

the operation. 



According to the undercover agent, the drug bulk was 

smuggled by one Pakistani with his Sri Lankan 

companions.  



The PNB decided to get assistance from Sri 

Lanka Navy for this operation.  



The PNB combine with Sri Lanka Navy and 

planed the operation. 



According to the arrangement, one PNB team 

start to the  surveillance the suspected Pakistani 

and his Sri Lankan companions.    



The second team deployed in BIA to surveillance 

the moment of suspected persons.  



The third team compromise with PNB officers 

and Sri Lanka Navy send to the sea by the Navy 

Toller camouflaged as fishing Toller.                  



Two Navy ships were deployed in Deep Sea for 

assist to the operation.     



The undercover agent sit together with suspected 

Pakistani and Sri Lankans and planed the sea operation 

and passed all details to the PNB in secret way. 



On 31.03.2016 the Toller came to the territorial water without flag 

and handed over the 111 Kg of Heroin to the PNB officers who 

were on board of camouflage Navy boat because they thought 

that fishing Toller is sent by the main trafficker.   



As per plan the officers mislead the traffickers and got 

the bulk of Heroin to their custody an smoothly came 

back to the land  



The PNB immediately informed to the Navy to 

arrest the Toller that involve with drug 

trafficking.  



The Navy ships chase the suspected Toller and 

arrested the Toller with 10 Iranians and 01 

Pakistani.  

In the same time the navy communicated to the PNB 

and informed about the arrest.  



The additional officers of PNB joined with the 

surveillance team and surrounded the safe house that 

suspected Pakistani and his companions were stayed in 

Negombo area.   



In the time of operation two suspects attempt to escape from the 

custody. But the officers of PNB arrested all of them.  

 

(01 Pakistani (Main Suspect) 03 Sri Lankans, 01 Indian and 01 

Singapore.)  



From 
 
Iran 
 
 

The Rout that particular heroin 
came to sri lanka 



The all suspects were produced before the Magistrate and 

remanded .the inquiry was concluded within 06 months and 

sent the files to Attorney General Department for the 

prosecution. The prosecution still not finished.  



Seized of 80 Kg of Cocaine and 301 

Kg of Cocaine 



The STF Officers received an Information from their 

Informer, regarding the large bulk of Cocaine, 



The STF Joint with Sri Lanka Customs and checked 

the suspicious four containers came from Brazil. The 

team recovered 80 Kg of Cocaine from one Container. 



The Drugs were concealed with sugar bags 



Three suspects were arrested on suspicious of 

the Drug Trafficking.  The Investigations of this 

case handed over to the Police Narcotic Bureau 

for further Investigations. 



The PNB Commence an Investigation and recovered 

another two suspicious containers on 21.07.2016 from 

out of the Custom area (In Private Container Yard) 



The PNB Officers recovered 301 kg of Cocaine from the 

Containers, It is revealed this Bulk of Cocaine also 

came from the Brazil in Same Sea route. 



Brazil 

The Rout that Cocaine came to 
sri lanka 

Portugal 

SRI LANKA 



The Investigations are still going on. 

 



What we need from 

UNODC 



The support of the interpreters and translators for interrogation. 



Modern surveillance equipment and training for handling to 

that kind of equipment.   

 

 Ex. Surveillance camera, Telephone Taping, GPS  



Crime and telephone analysis software, and  training program 

for operating  systems. 



Support of Digital Forensic  

 

  Ex: Trace IP Address, D cords 



Support for Joint investigations.  



To buildup proper mechanism to share information & 

intelligence in real time 

  

 Ex. Bilateral and multilateral  MOU s.  



Buildup professional interacts in between international 

drug law enforcement officers 

 






